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We study trade policy in a two-sector Krugman (1980) trade model, allowing for wage, import and export
subsidies/taxes. We study non-cooperative trade policies, first for each individual instrument and then for the
situation where all instruments can be set simultaneously, and contrast those with the efficient allocation. We
show that in this general context there are four motives for non-cooperative trade policies: the correction of
monopolistic distortions; the terms-of-trade manipulation; the delocation motive for protection (home market
effect); thefiscal-burden-shiftingmotive. TheNash equilibriumwhen all instruments are available is characterized
by first-best-level wage subsidies, and inefficient import subsidies and export taxes, which aim at relocating firms
to the other economy and improving terms of trade. Thus, the dominating incentives for non-cooperative trade
policies are the fiscal-burden-shifting motives and terms-of-trade effects.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to study optimal trade policy in the canonical
two-sector Krugman (1980) model, where one sector is characterized
by monopolistic competition, increasing returns and iceberg trade
costs,while the other features perfect competition and constant returns.
Within this frameworkwe allow for wage, import and export subsidies/
taxes. We study non-cooperative trade policies, first for each individual
instrument and then for the case where all instruments are set simulta-
neously, and contrast those with the efficient allocation.

The common wisdom of the literature1 (Venables, 1987; Helpman
and Krugman, 1989; Ossa, 2011) is that in this model unilateral trade
policy is set so as to agglomerate firms in the domestic economy in
order to reduce transport costs. This reduces the domestic price index
thereby increasing domestic welfare.2 According to the literature, this
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delocation motive (also called home market effect) provides a reason
for protectionist and ultimately welfare detrimental unilateral trade
policy in the Krugman (1980) model and, as argued by Ossa (2011),
gives an alternative theoretical justification to the neoclassical terms-
of-trade externality explanation (Johnson, 1953–1954; Grossman and
Helpman, 1995; Bagwell and Staiger, 1999) as to why countries need
to sign trade agreements. Similarly, the same mechanism also provides
a theoretical justification for the World Trade Organization (WTO)'s
limitation of production and export subsidies,3 which cannot be
explained within the neoclassical framework.4

By considering a situation where countries can simultaneously
choose all three policy instruments (wage, import and export taxes),
we contribute to the literature in three ways. First, we show that
in this more general setting there are four motives behind non-
cooperative trade policies: the correction of monopolistic distortions,5

the terms-of-trade manipulation, the delocation motive for protection,
3 See, e.g., WTO (2006). GATT Article XVI and the Uruguay Round Subsidies Code pro-
hibit the use of export subsidies,while the latter also establishes that countervailing duties
can be imposed on countries using production subsidies subject to an injury test.

4 Production and export subsidies are puzzling within the neoclassical framework be-
cause they increase foreign welfare at the expense of domestic welfare.

5 Observe thatmonopolistic distortions arise because there are two sectors in themodel,
so that monopolistic markups lead to too low a provision of variety in themonopolistically
competitive sector. In their seminal paper, Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) show that the market
solution is not first-best Pareto optimal in such a model, and that subsidies on fixed costs
and on marginal costs are required to implement it. Thus, policymakers try to improve
the use of domestic resources by increasing entry into the differentiated sector.
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and the fiscal-burden-shifting motive. The last motive arises when
countries use wage subsidies in order to correct for the monopolistic
distortions. When this is the case, there is an incentive to relocate
firms to the foreign economy, so as to shift the fiscal burden of the sub-
sidy to the other country. Second, and most importantly, we show that
the Nash equilibrium is characterized by the first-best level of wage
subsidies, and inefficient import subsidies and export taxes. This result
has several implications. It shows that, in contrast to the previous liter-
ature, the delocationmotive for protection is not the dominatingmotive
for strategic trade policy in the Krugman (1980)model once a sufficient
number of policy instruments are available. This is so because countries
choose to subsidize imports and tax exports with the intention to relo-
catefirms to the other economy. It also shows thatwhen all three policy
instruments are available, the Krugman (1980) model cannot rational-
ize why countries would set import tariffs and export subsidies in the
absence of trade agreements. Finally, following Bagwell and Staiger
(1999, 2009), we consider which international externalities countries
try to remedy by signing trade agreements. We do so by looking at
the politically optimal policy, which is defined as the one that noncoop-
erative policymakers would choose if they did not try to manipulate
their terms of trade. We find that the politically optimal policy is still
distortive. This implies that, differently from Bagwell and Staiger
(2009) – who consider simultaneous choice of import and export
taxes in the Krugman (1980) model – terms-of-trade externalities are
not the only source of inefficiencies which trade agreements try to
solve. Instead, the fiscal-burden-shiftingmotive –which leads to import
subsidies and export taxes – is an additional externality that can be
eliminated with international trade agreements. Similarly to Bagwell
and Staiger (2009), we also find that the delocationmotive is not an ex-
ternality which needs to be corrected by international trade agree-
ments, when all three policy instruments are available.

To clarify policymakers' incentives, we start by considering wage
subsidies/taxes as the only available policy instrument. A wage subsidy
increases profits of firms in the domestic differentiated sector, and trig-
gers a relocation of firms from the foreign to the domestic economy,
thereby reducingmonopolistic distortions and exploiting the delocation
motive. However, this comes at the cost of a negative terms-of-trade ef-
fect because thewage subsidy reduces the international price of domes-
tically produced varieties.We show that the balance always tips in favor
of the terms-of-trade effect before monopolistic distortions are elimi-
nated: the non-cooperative outcome is a wage subsidy that is always
lower than the first-best one. Thus, the delocation effect does not induce
inefficiently large wage subsidies. Instead, the terms-of-trade effect
leads to an inefficiently low subsidy level.

The result on wage subsidies makes it clear that the desire to elimi-
nate monopolistic distortions is an important motive for non-
cooperative policy choice. Keeping this in mind, we next study import
subsidies/tariffs. First, when starting from the (inefficient) free trade al-
location, both monopolistic distortions and the delocation motive for
protection call for a tariff, which reduces the domestic price level. This
is the case studied by Ossa (2011). Next, we consider a situation
where monopolistic distortions have been eliminated by appropriate
wage subsidies, so that the market allocation is first-best efficient. In
this case the motives for import policy are the delocation motive and
the fiscal-burden-shifting effect. It turns out that the optimal non-
cooperative import policy entails import subsidies, which aim at
relocating firms to the foreign economy and thereby shifting part of
the subsidy burden to the other country. Thus, the fiscal-burden-
shifting effect dominates the delocation motive.

A similar result holds for non-cooperative export policy. When
starting from the (inefficient) free trade allocation, non-cooperative
policymakers set export subsidies, which are intended to induce entry
into the domestic differentiated sector by relocating firms from the
foreign economy and thus reduce monopolistic distortions and exploit
the delocation effect. These motives dominate the negative terms-of-
trade effect of export subsidies. In contrast,whenmonopolistic distortions
have been eliminated by appropriate wage subsidies, the prevailing
incentives are terms-of-trade effects and the fiscal-burden-shifting
motive. Indeed, in this case the Nash equilibrium is characterized by an
export tax, which aims at improving domestic terms of trade and shifting
the fiscal burden of the subsidy to the other country.

Finally, we analyze a situation where countries can set wage, import
and export policy instruments simultaneously. This is the relevant situ-
ation if one wants to address the question of why countries need to sign
trade agreements, given that in the absence of such agreements the set
of tax instruments that can be used strategically is not limited to a single
wage tax or trade tax instrument. In line with the above results for sin-
gle instruments, we find that non-cooperative policymakers choose the
level of wage subsidies that exactly offsets themonopolistic distortions,
and that they set import subsidies and export taxes, which aim at im-
proving domestic terms of trade and shifting the subsidy burden to
the other country. This result is important since it clarifies that in the
Krugman (1980) model, the role of international trade agreements is
to solve international externalities due to both terms-of-trade effects
and fiscal-burden-shifting motives. Delocation effects only become a
relevant motive for trade policy, once the set of policy instruments is
restricted.

1.1. Related literature

Our results differ markedly from those of the previous literature on
trade policy in the two-sector Krugman (1980) model (Venables,
1987; Helpman and Krugman, 1989 chapter 7; Ossa, 2011). All these
contributions find that in this model non-cooperative trade policy is
driven by delocation effects, leading to inefficiencies compared to free
trade. In particular, Venables (1987) studies unilateral incentives to
set, alternatively, tariffs, production or export subsidies and shows
that any of those can improve domestic welfare compared to free
trade due to the delocation effect. However, he does not study the wel-
fare consequences of a strategic game. Helpman and Krugman (1989)
limit their discussion to unilaterally set tariffs, while Ossa (2011) con-
siders a tariff game, where positive tariffs are set in equilibrium due to
the delocation effect. While we also find that non-cooperative import
policy leads to tariffs, this is true only when wage subsidies and export
taxes are not available. Moreover, we find that strategically set produc-
tion (=wage) subsidies are welfare enhancing compared to free trade.

Closely related to our paper is Bagwell and Staiger (2009), who con-
sider a two-sector Krugman (1980) model with quasi-linear utility
allowing policymakers to simultaneously choose import and export
taxes. They show that in this case Nash-equilibrium policy choices are
explained exclusively by the terms-of-trade effects and not by the
delocation motive, because import-tariff-induced delocation effects
are counterbalanced by export-subsidy-induced delocation effects.
Compared to their work, we use the same utility specification as in
Ossa (2011), thus allowing for income effects, and add wage subsidies
to the set of policy instruments available to policymakers. We show
that when all three policy instruments can be set strategically and in-
come effects are allowed for, there is a new international externality –

the fiscal-burden-shifting effect – that can be solved by trade agree-
ments, in addition to the terms-of-trade externality.

Other relatedwork is Gros (1987), who studies an import tariff game
in the one-sector variant of the Krugman (1980) model. In that version
of themodel relocation effects are absent and the free trade allocation is
Pareto optimal. He finds that in the Nash equilibrium policymakers set
import tariffs which aim at increasing domestic wages due to terms-
of-trade effects. Finally, Flam and Helpman (1987) and Helpman and
Krugman (1989) chapter 7 discuss a production efficiency effect of
trade policy. Sincewith imperfect competition prices are set abovemar-
ginal costs, domestic consumption of any given variety is too low. Thus,
an import tariff (or a production or export subsidy), which shifts de-
mand towards domestic varieties, can reduce monopolistic distortions.
However, their effect refers to a change in average cost induced by a



6 Wage taxes are levied on both fixed and marginal costs. This assumption is necessary
to keep firm size unaffected by wage taxes, which turn out to be optimal, as we will show
in Section 3.1.

7 Following the previous literature (Venables, 1987; Ossa, 2011), we assume that tariffs
and export taxes are charged ad valoremon the factory gate price augmented by transport
costs. This implies that transport services are taxed.
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change in firm size and not to a change in the number of domestic firms
as in the present paper. Since firm size provided by the market is opti-
mal in the Krugman (1980)model, there is no room for a production ef-
ficiency effect in their sense.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section we set up the
model. In Section 3 we compare themarket allocation with the planner
solution and discuss the non-cooperative policymakers' problems and
incentives. Sections 4 and 5 are dedicated to the study of individual pol-
icy instruments: wage taxes/subsidies, import tariffs/subsidies and ex-
port taxes/subsidies. In Section 6 we consider simultaneous choice of
all policy instruments and the last section presents our conclusions.

2. The model

The setup is exactly as in Venables (1987) andOssa (2011). The only
difference is that we allow for transfers. The world economy consists of
two countries: Home (H) and Foreign (F). Each country produces a ho-
mogeneous good and a continuumof differentiated goods. All goods are
tradable but only the differentiated goods are subject to transport costs.
The differentiated goods sector is characterized bymonopolistic compe-
tition, while there is perfect competition in the homogeneous good sec-
tor. Both countries are identical in terms of preferences, production
technology, market structure and size. All variables are indexed such
that the first sub-index refers to the location of consumption and the
second subindex to the location of production. Finally, varieties in the
differentiated sector are indexed with i, while countries are indexed
with j.

2.1. Households

Households' utility function in the Home country is given by:

U CH; ZHð Þ≡ Cα
HZ

1‐α
H ; ð1Þ

where CH aggregates over the varieties of differentiated goods, ZH repre-
sents consumption of the homogeneous good and α is the expenditure
share of the differentiated bundle in the aggregate consumption basket.
While the homogeneous good is identical across countries, each country
produces a different subset of differentiated goods. In particular, NH va-
rieties are produced in the Home country while NF are produced by For-
eign. The differentiated varieties produced in the two countries are
aggregated with a CES function:

CH ¼
Z NH

0
cHH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z N F

0
cHF ið Þε−1

ε di
� � ε

ε−1

ð2Þ

where cHH(i) denotes domestic consumption of a domestically pro-
duced variety, cHF(i) is domestic consumption of a Foreign produced va-
riety and ε N 1 is the elasticity of substitution between different
varieties. Analogous definitions hold for Foreign consumption bundles.

Given the Dixit–Stiglitz structure of preferences, the households'
maximization problem can be solved in two stages. At the first stage,
households choose how much to consume of each Home and Foreign
variety. The optimality conditions imply the following domestic
demand functions and domestic price index:

cHH ið Þ ¼ pHH ið Þ
PH

� �−ε
CH cHF ið Þ ¼ pHF ið Þ

PH

� �−ε
CH ð3Þ

PH ¼
Z NH

0
pHH ið Þ1−εdiþ

Z N F

0
pHF ið Þ1−εdi

� � 1
1−ε

; ð4Þ

where PH is the domestic price index of the differentiated bundle, and
pHH(i) (pHF(i)) is the domestic price of variety i produced by Home
(Foreign).
In the second stage, households choose how to allocate income
between the homogeneous good and the differentiated bundle. Thus,
they maximize Eq. (1) subject to the following budget constraint:

PHCH þ pZHZH ¼ IH; ð5Þ

where IH=WHL+ TH, L is the total labor available in each country,WH is
the domestic wage rate, pZH is the domestic price of the homogeneous
good, and TH is a lump-sum transfer which depends on the tax scheme
adopted by the domestic government. The solution to the domestic
consumer problem implies that the marginal rate of substitution
between the homogeneous good and the differentiated bundle equals
their relative price:

α
1−α

ZH

CH
¼ PH

pZH
: ð6Þ

Foreign households solve a symmetric problem.

2.2. Firms

Firms in the differentiated sector operate under monopolistic com-
petition. They pay a fixed cost in terms of labor, f, and then produce
with linear technology:

yH ið Þ ¼ LCH ið Þ− f ; ð7Þ

where LCH(i) is the amount of labor allocated to the production of vari-
ety i in the differentiated sector. Goods sold in the Foreign market are
subject to an iceberg transport cost τ N 1. The government of each coun-
try j ∈ {H, F} disposes of three fiscal instruments. A wage tax/subsidy
(τWj) on firms' fixed and marginal costs,6 a tariff/subsidy on imports
(τIj) and a tax/subsidy on exports (τXj). Note that τmj indicates a gross
tax form∈ {W, I, X}, i.e., τmj b 1 indicates a subsidy and τmj N 1 indicates
a tax. In what follows, we will use the word tax whenever we refer to a
policy instrument without specifying whether τmj is smaller or larger
than one. We assume that taxes are paid directly by the firms. Given
the constant price elasticity of demand, optimal prices charged by
Home firms in the domestic market (pHH (i)) are a fixed markup over
their perceived marginal cost (τWHWH), and optimal prices paid by
Foreign consumers for Home produced varieties (pFH (i)) equal domestic
prices augmented by transport costs and trade taxes:7

pHH ið Þ ¼ τWH
ε

ε−1
WH pFH ið Þ ¼ τIFτXHτpHH ið Þ : ð8Þ

Foreign firms adopt symmetric optimal pricing rules:

pFF ið Þ ¼ τWF
ε

ε−1
WF pHF ið Þ ¼ τIHτXFτpFF ið Þ : ð9Þ

The homogenous good is produced in both countries jwith identical
production technology:

QZj ¼ LZj; ð10Þ

where LZj is the amount of labor allocated to producing the homoge-
neous good. Since the good is sold in a perfectly competitive market
without trade costs, price equals marginal cost and is the same in both
countries. We assume that the homogeneous good is produced in both
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countries in equilibrium. Given the production technology, this implies
factor price equalization:

pZH ¼ pZF ¼ WH ¼ WF : ð11Þ

For convenience, we normalize PZH = 1.
Using the optimal pricing rules just derived, it is possible to rewrite

the domestic price index of the differentiated bundle as:

PH ¼ NH
ε

ε−1
τWH

� �1−ε þ NF
ε

ε−1
τWFτIHτXFτ

� �1−ε
� � 1

1−ε

: ð12Þ

Note that trade policy can reduce the price index through three
different channels. First, because of Dixit–Stiglitz preferences, increasing
the total number of varieties reduces the price level. This is the so-called
love for variety effect. Second, by increasingNH at the expense ofNF, the
policymaker lowers the price level since Home households can now
consume a larger fraction of goods for which they do not pay transport
costs. This is the so-called delocation effect. Finally, trade policy can
reduce the price level through the direct effect of subsidies on the prices
of individual varieties.

2.3. Government

All government revenues are redistributed to consumers through a
lump-sum transfer Tj. The government is assumed to run a balanced
budget. Hence, the domestic government's budget constraint is given
by:

τIH−1ð Þ
Z N F

0
τXFτpFF ið ÞcHF ið Þdiþ τXH−1ð Þ

Z NH

0
τpHH ið ÞcFH ið Þdi

þ τWH−1ð Þ
Z NH

0
WH yH ið Þ þ fð Þdi ¼ TH:

ð13Þ

Government income consists of import tax revenues charged on im-
ports of differentiated goods gross of transport costs and Foreign export
taxes (thus, tariffs are charged on CIF values of Foreign exports); export
tax revenues charged on exports gross of transport costs; and wage tax
revenues from taxes on marginal and fixed costs. The Foreign govern-
ment has a symmetric budget constraint.

2.4. Market clearing conditions

The market clearing condition for a differentiated variety produced
at Home is given by:

yH ið Þ ¼ cHH ið Þ þ τcFH ið Þ: ð14Þ

A similar condition holds for Foreign varieties. Free entry in the dif-
ferentiated sector implies that monopolistic producers make zero profit
in equilibrium8 and that production of each differentiated variety is
fixed: yH(i) ≡ y = (ε − 1)f.9 Moreover, given that firms share the
same production technology, the equilibrium is symmetric: all firms in
the differentiated sector of a given country charge the same price and
produce the same quantity. Using symmetry, the demand function (3)
and the fact that the production of each variety is equal to (ε − 1)f,
we can rewrite the market clearing condition of domestically produced
differentiated varieties (Eq. (14)) as:

ε−1ð Þ f ¼ p−ε
HH Pε

HCH þ τ1−ε τIFτXHð Þ−εPε
FC F

h i
: ð15Þ
8 ΠH(i) = cHH(i)[pHH(i) − τWH] + cFH(i)[τpHH(i) − ττWH] − fτWH = 0.
9 Note that wage taxes on fixed costs are necessary for this result, as can be easily ver-

ified from the free entry condition.
Using the demand functions, the market clearing condition for the
homogeneous good – QZH + QZF = ZH + ZF – can be written as:

QZH þ QZF ¼ 1−αð Þ
α

PHCH þ P FC F½ �: ð16Þ

Equilibrium in the labor market implies that L = LCH + LZH with
LCH = NH LCH (i). Making use of Eqs. (7) and (10), labor market clear-
ing can be written as:

QZH ¼ L−NHεf : ð17Þ

Finally, we assume that there is no trade in financial assets, so trade
is balanced. The balanced trade condition is given by:10

QZH−ZHð Þ þ ττXHNHpHHcFH ¼ ττXFNFpFFcHF : ð18Þ

The left hand side of Eq. (18) is the sum of the net export value of
the homogeneous goods and the value of exports of differentiated
varieties (at CIF inclusive international prices), while the right
hand side is the value of imports of differentiated varieties (at CIF
inclusive international prices).

As is standard in the trade literature (see e.g., Helpman and
Krugman, 1989), we define the terms-of-trade effect as a change of the

international price of exports τXHpHH ¼ τXHτWH
ε

ε−1

� �
relative to that

of imports τXFpFF ¼ τXFτWF
ε

ε−1

� �
of individual varieties. This implies

that only wage and export taxes have terms-of-trade effects, while
import taxes cannot affect international prices in thismodel. In particular,
a domesticwage or export tax increases the international price of exports
one to one and improves domestic terms of trade, while a Foreign export
tax or wage tax increases the international price of imports and worsens
domestic terms of trade.

2.5. Equilibrium

The optimal pricing rules (Eq. (8)), the good market clearing condi-
tion forHome's differentiated varieties (Eq. (15)), the labormarket clear-
ing condition (Eq. (17)), the corresponding conditions for Foreign, and
the balanced trade condition (Eq. (18)), together with the expressions
for the price indices, fully characterize the equilibrium of the economy.

It is possible to solve this system explicitly for NH andNF as functions
of the trade policy instruments:

NH ¼ L A2H−A1Fð Þ
A2FA2H−A1HA1 F

N F ¼ L A2F−A1Hð Þ
A2FA2H−A1HA1F

; ð19Þ

where A1H, A2H, A1F and A2F are non-linear functions of Home policy in-
struments ΛH ≡ {τWH, τIH, τXH} and Foreign policy instruments ΛF ≡ {τWF,
τIF, τXF}. The expressions for these coefficients, as well as the derivation
of the equilibrium allocation, can be found in Appendix A.

Let the superscript FT denote the market allocation in the absence
of trade policies (free trade allocation).Wealready showed that produc-
tion of each differentiated variety is fixed, thus for both countries yFT =
(ε− 1)f. Given the assumption of symmetric countries, the equilibrium

allocation is also symmetric and Eq. (19) simplifies to NFT ¼ αL
εf
. In the

next section, we compare the free trade allocationwith the first-best al-
location and show how the first-best allocation can be implemented.
We then lay out the general structure of the policymakers' problems
and discuss the incentives that determine their trade policy choices.
10 Import taxes are collected directly by the governments at the border so they do not
enter into this condition.
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3. Trade policy

3.1. The first-best allocation and its implementation

The first-best allocation constitutes the natural benchmark against
which one can compare the equilibrium outcomes under different pol-
icy regimes. The social planner chooses an allocation that maximizes
total world welfare subject to the technology constraints and full em-
ployment in each country:11

max
CH ;C F ;ZH ;Z F

Cα
HZ

1−α
H þ Cα

FZ
1−α
F ð20Þ

subject to Eqs. (7), (10) and (14), QZH + QZF = ZH + ZF, L = LCH + LZH,
the definitions of consumption indices and the corresponding con-
straints for Foreign.

Proposition 1 presents the solution to this problem, compares itwith
the free trade allocation and states how the first-best allocation can be
implemented with the available tax instruments:12

Proposition 1. The first-best allocation and its implementation

(1) The first-best allocation entails the same firm size butmore varieties
than the free trade allocation. Formally, yFB ¼ f ε−1ð Þ ¼ yFT and
NFB ¼ αL

ε−1þαð Þ f NN
FT ¼ αL

εf .
(2) The first-best allocation can be implemented by setting wage

subsidies equal to the inverse of the markup and choosing trade
taxes such that τIFB ⋅ τXFB = 1. Formally, τFBW ¼ ε−1

ε ; τFBI � τFBX ¼ 1 and
N ¼ NFB.

The first part of the proposition replicates Dixit and Stiglitz's (1977)
finding that the market provides optimal firm size but too little variety.
Because of monopolistic competition in the differentiated sector, indi-
vidual free trade prices are too high. As a consequence, there is too little
demand for the differentiated goods and thus too little entry in the dif-
ferentiated sector. Therefore, the free trade equilibrium is characterized
by amonopolistic distortion: both countrieswould be better off by simul-
taneously shifting someof their labor force from the homogenous sector
to the differentiated sector. The first-best allocation can then be
achieved by setting a wage subsidy on marginal and fixed costs equal
to the inverse of themarkup in both countries. Simultaneously, trade in-
struments (τIFB = τXFB =1) are either not used, or set in a way that does
not distort the prices of imports and exports relative to domestically
produced varieties (τIFB ⋅ τXFB = 1).13
3.2. Optimal policy problems

Wenow turn to the description of the optimal policy problems. First,
we assume that policymakers choose only one policy instrument at a
time. In this way, we can clarify for each policy instrument which is
the driving incentives for policymakers' decisions. Subsequently, we
allow all three policy instruments to be available simultaneously. For
each case, we study non-cooperative policies and compare them with
the first-best allocation.
11 More generally, there exists a whole set of Pareto-efficient allocations such that no
country can be made better off, without making the other one worse off, which can be
traced out by varying the welfare weights in the planner problem. We choose the point
on the frontier that corresponds to equal weights of both countries because we always
study symmetric allocations, which seems natural given that both countries are identical.
12 All proofs can be found in the Appendix.
13 One can show that when wage subsidies are not available, cooperatively set import
subsidies or export subsidies can improve upon the free trade allocation in a second-
best fashion. Such subsidies can partially eliminate the monopolistic distortions, but they
cannot achieve thefirst-best allocation. This is so, since themarkups on varieties produced
and consumed in the same country cannot be eliminated with those instruments.
Note that given Cobb–Douglas utility, Homewelfare, represented by
the indirect utility function, can be written as:

VH PH ΛH;Λ Fð Þ; IH ΛH;Λ Fð Þð Þ ¼ −α log PH ΛH;Λ Fð Þð Þ þ log IH ΛH;Λ Fð Þð Þ
ð21Þ

where PH and IH are functions of the policy instruments ΛH and ΛF.
The non-cooperative policymaker chooses the domestic trade policy

instruments ΛH in order to maximize Home welfare, given the level of
the Foreign trade policy instruments:

max
λH

VH PH ΛH;Λ Fð Þ; IH ΛH ;Λ Fð Þð Þ ð22Þ

where λH ∈ {τWH, τIH, τXH, ΛH}.

3.3. Policymakers' incentives

We now provide some intuition for the incentives that drive non-
cooperative trade policy choices. We have already pointed out that
monopolistic distortions lead to prices of individual varieties which are
too high and hence to too little entry into the differentiated sector. As
a consequence, the domestic price level is too high from the single
country's perspective. Thus, domestic policymakers will try to set policy
instruments in order to reduce prices of individual varieties and to
increase entry into the domestic differentiated sector, both of which
lead to a fall in the domestic price level. More entry into the domestic
differentiated sector can be achieved in different ways: by setting a
wage subsidy; by setting an import tariff, which shifts demand towards
domestically produced varieties; by setting an export subsidy, which
makes the domestic market a more attractive location for firms.

Second, there is the delocation motive for protection, which has first
been highlighted by Venables (1987) and has more recently been em-
phasized by Ossa (2011). This channel operates through changes in NH

and NF that reduce the domestic price level by increasing the fraction
of varieties produced domestically, since domestic consumers do not
have to incur transport costs on these varieties. Again, entry into the do-
mestic differentiated sector can be achieved by setting, alternatively,
wage subsidies, import tariffs, or export taxes. Such policies impose a
delocation externality on the other country by leading to exit of firms
from its differentiated sector and thereby increasing the Foreign price
level.

Third, there is the classical terms-of-trade externality, whereby a coun-
try tries to increase its income by manipulating international prices in its
favor. In the present model both wage taxes and export taxes have posi-
tive terms-of-trade effects, since they increase international prices of indi-
vidual varieties one to one. Import taxes, on the other hand, have no effect
on international prices. Observe that exploiting the terms-of-trade exter-
nality always comes at the cost of reducing the number of domestically
produced varieties, therebymakingmonopolistic distortionsmore severe
and imposing a negative delocation effect on the domestic economy.

Finally, there is what we call a fiscal-burden-shifting externality. This
externality exists only conditional on wage subsidies eliminating the
monopolistic distortion being in place in both countries. In this case,
the domestic policymaker has an incentive to reduce their own subsidy
bill at the other country's expense by implementing policies that induce
relocation of firms to the Foreign economy. Import subsidies and export
taxes can both achieve this aim.We now turn to a detailed discussion of
non-cooperative tax policies.

4. Wage taxes

In this section we study non-cooperative wage subsidies/taxes,
assuming that they are the only available policy instruments, i.e.,
τIH = τIF = τXH = τXF = 1.

Unilateral setting of wage taxes does not lead to the first-best out-
come but rather to a wage subsidy which is too low compared to the
first-best level. This can be verified by computing the derivative of



16 See Appendix A.4 for the layout of the model in this case.
17 Alternatively, one can also implement the first-best allocation with consumption sub-
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indirect utility with respect to the wage tax at two points.14 First, when

both countries set the first-best subsidy level, i.e. when τWH ¼ τWF ¼
ε−1
ε

, a unilateral deviation to a lower subsidy increases domestic wel-

fare, since in this case ∂VH

∂τWH
N 0. Still, the domestic policymaker chooses

to set a positive level of subsidy: when we evaluate the unilateral devi-

ation at the free trade allocation, i.e. τWH= τWF=1,we find that ∂VH

∂τWH
b0.

This result can be understood as follows. There are two forces that
push for setting a wage subsidy: first, the monopolistic distortion,
which requires to increase the total number of differentiated varieties
above the level provided by the market and, second, the delocation mo-
tive, which pushes for a larger fraction of the differentiated sector being
located at Home in order to reduce transport costs and thus the domestic
price level. Conversely, the terms-of-trade effect, which calls for making
domestic varietiesmore expensive internationally, calls for awage tax. At
the free trade allocation the monopolistic distortion and the delocation
motive prevail on the terms-of-trade effect, while at the first best alloca-
tion the terms-of-trade effect induces a reduction in the wage subsidy.

The incentives from the unilateral deviations translate into strategic
outcomes as follows.

Proposition 2. Nash-equilibrium wage subsidies

In the Nash equilibrium both countries set a wage subsidy. However,
this subsidy is smaller than that needed to implement the first-best allocation.
The equilibrium number of varieties is larger than in the free trade allocation,
but lower than the first-best level. Formally,

(1) τWFB b τWNash b 1 and NFT b NNash b NFB.

Thus, single-country policymakers never over-subsidize domestic
wages, as would be required if the delocation effect were the dominant
incentive for non-cooperative policy choice. Instead, the trade-off
between the delocation motive and the monopolistic distortions, on
the one hand, and terms-of-trade effects on the other hand, leads
policymakers to choose an inefficiently low level of wage subsidies.
This is an important result, because it contradicts the standard wisdom
that in the two-sector Krugman model countries have an incentive to
over-subsidize the domestic differentiated sector in order to attract
more firms at the expense of the other country (Venables, 1987). We
now turn to a discussion of trade policy instruments.

5. Import and export taxes

Here, we assume that the only strategic trade policy instrument
available is either an import tariff/subsidy or an export tax/subsidy.15

Given the results of the previous section, where we pointed out the
importance of the monopolistic distortions, we study non-cooperative
import and export taxes under two scenarios. In the first scenario,
monopolistic distortions are present (i.e., τWH = τWF = 1), while in
the second scenario wage subsidies have already been set in a non-
strategic fashion such as to eliminate monopolistic distortions and to
implement the first-best allocation (i.e., τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε ).
Again, we can obtain some intuition for the policymakers' incentives

by computing the change in domestic welfare of unilaterally setting a
trade tax. First, we evaluate the change in domestic indirect utility
when we start from the free trade allocation, i.e., when τWH = τWF =

1. In this case a small import tariff is welfare enhancing, i.e., ∂VH

∂τIH
N 0,

and so is a small export subsidy, i.e., ∂VH

∂τXH
b0. However, the opposite is

true whenwage subsidies are set at the first-best level, i.e., when τWH ¼
14 All proofs for the unilateral policies with no retaliation can be found in the Appendix.
15 In otherwords, in this sectionwhenwe study import (export) taxeswe set τIH= τIF=
1 (τXH = τXF = 1).
τWF ¼ ε−1
ε
. In this case we find that domestic welfare is reduced by set-

ting an import tariff or an export subsidy, i.e., ∂VH

∂τIH
b0 and ∂VH

∂τXH
N 0.

How can the difference in outcomes depending onwhether first-best
wage subsidies are present or not be understood? In the absence ofwage
subsidies, the delocation effect and themonopolistic distortions push for
an import tariff or an export subsidy, both of which reduce the domestic
price index. While tariffs do not have terms-of-trade effects, since they
cannot impact on international prices, an export subsidy worsens
domestic terms of trade. In this case there are no fiscal-burden-shifting
effects since τWH = τWF = 1. Overall, monopolistic distortions and the
delocation motive are the dominant effects, leading to import tariffs or

export subsidies. However, when τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε

, an import subsidy

or an export tax, can shift the subsidy burden to the other country by re-
ducing the number of domestic firms and increasing the Foreign one.
Thus, in the presence of first-best wage subsidies, monopolistic distor-
tions are absent, fiscal-burden-shifting effects call for an import subsidy
or an export tax, and terms-of-trade effects also push for an export tax.
Taken together, these incentives dominate the delocation motive.

In order to check the intuition that thefiscal-burden-shifting effect is
crucial for the difference in outcomes, we perform the following exper-
iment.16 Assume that wage subsidies are set at their first-best level in
both countries, but subsidy costs are split evenly, independently of
firms' location. Indeed, we find that in this case – which shuts

down the fiscal-burden-shifting effect –
∂VH

∂τIH
N 0 , so that unilateral

policymakers have an incentive to set a tariff.17

Having gained intuition for the incentives fromunilateral deviations,
we nowprovide the corresponding results for Nash trade policies, when
policymakers can either set import taxes or export taxes.

Proposition 3. Nash-equilibrium import tariffs/subsidies and export
taxes/subsidies

(1) Let τXH= τXF=1. When starting from the free trade allocation, the
Nash equilibrium entails a tariff, implying fewer varieties than the
free trade allocation. In contrast, when starting from the first-best
allocation implemented with wage subsidies, the Nash-equilibrium
policy consists of an import subsidy, implying more varieties than
the first-best allocation Formally, if τWH = τWF = 1, then there
exists a τINash N 1 such that NNash b NFT b NFB. If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε
,

then τINash b 1 and NFT b NFB b NNash.
(2) Let τIH = τIF = 1. When starting from the free trade allocation the

Nash equilibrium entails an export subsidy, implying more varieties
than the free trade allocation. In contrast, when starting from the
first-best allocation, the Nash-equilibrium policy consists of an
export tax, implying fewer varieties than the first-best allocation.
Formally, if τWH = τWF = 1, then τXNash b 1 and NFT b NNash b NFB.
If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε
, then τXNash N 1 and NNash b NFB.

In the absence of wage subsidies, strategic trade policy leads to im-
port tariffs or export subsidies, which aim at exploiting the delocation
motive and reducing monopolistic distortions. In the symmetric Nash
equilibrium with import tariffs, no country reaches its objective since
symmetric tariffs actually reduce entry in the differentiated sector in
both countries. Strategic export subsidies instead do increase entry in
the differentiated sector, thus getting closer to the first-best number
of varieties. The result on tariffs confirms the finding of Venables
sidies equal to the inverse of the markup τC ¼ ε−1
ε . Since consumption subsidies are inde-

pendent of the location of production, they do not induce any fiscal-burden-shifting
externality. In this case toowefind thatwhenwe start from thefirst-best allocation imple-
mented with consumption subsidies, ∂VH

∂τIHN0.
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(1987) and Ossa (2011) that in the absence of other policy instruments,
countries set welfare reducing import tariffs. In contrast, when monop-
olistic distortions have been eliminated with wage subsidies, strategic
import subsidies or export taxes aiming at exploiting the fiscal-
burden-shifting incentive (and in the case of export taxes also the
terms-of-trade effect) are set. Again in the Nash equilibrium no country
achieves its objectives. Moreover, import subsidies increase entry be-
yond the first-best level, while export taxes reduce it below the efficient
level. We now turn to the scenario where policymakers can choose
wage taxes, import taxes and export taxes simultaneously.
6. Simultaneous policy choice

In this sectionwe allow for simultaneous strategic choice of all three
policy instruments. Proposition 4 presents our main result:

Proposition 4. Nash-equilibrium policy instruments

The Nash-equilibrium policy consists of the first-best level of wage
subsidies, and inefficient import subsidies and export taxes. Formally,

(1) τNashW ¼ τFBW ¼ ε−1
ε ; τNashI b 1 and τNashX N1:

The result that wage subsidies are set so as to completely offset mo-
nopolistic distortions is an application of the principle of targeting in
public economics (Dixit, 1985). It states that an externality or distortion
is best countered with a tax instrument that acts directly on the appro-
priate margin. The trade policy instruments are instead used to deal
with the other incentives for policy intervention: the terms-of-trade ef-
fect, the delocation motive, and the fiscal-burden-shifting motive,
which is a consequence of wage subsidies being in place. Import taxes
address both the delocation motive and the fiscal-burden-shifting mo-
tive. The second motive dominates the first one, thus leading to an im-
port subsidy. In the case of exports, terms of trade considerations and
the fiscal-burden-shifting motive dominate over the delocation motive,
thus leading to an export tax.

Finally, we consider which externalities are addressed by interna-
tional trade agreements in this model. In particular, Ossa (2011) has
highlighted the delocation effect as the relevant international external-
ity solved by trade agreements when tariffs are the only available policy
instrument. In contrast, Bagwell and Staiger (2009) emphasize that
when both import and export taxes (but not wage subsidies) can be
set strategically, the only remaining international externality is the
terms-of-trade effect. Tomake their point they define the concept of po-
litically optimal trade policies (see also Bagwell and Staiger, 1999).
These are the levels of tax rates which non-cooperative policymakers
would set in a Nash equilibrium if they did not try to manipulate inter-
national prices of individual varieties (i.e., if they disregarded the terms-
of-trade effect). They show that the politically optimal trade taxes coin-
cide with those that a cooperative policymaker, who maximizes total
world welfare, would choose.

To define the concept of politically optimal taxes in our context,
we follow Bagwell and Staiger (2009) and write welfare exclusively
in terms of destination-level (local) prices (pHH, pHF, pFH, pFF) and
international prices (which include transport costs, wage taxes and
export taxes but not import taxes— pWH= ττXHpHH and pWF= ττXFpFF).
First, observe that terms-of-trade effects operate exclusively
through income. Second, note that domestic income can be written
as: IH= L+ NHfε(τWH− 1)+NF(τIH− 1)τpWFcHF+NH(pWH− pHH)τcFH.
Finally, define the politically optimal taxes as those maximizing indirect
utility (Eq. (22)) with respect to the three policy instruments when the

terms ∂pWH

∂τWH
and ∂pWH

∂τXH
are set equal to zero in the first-order

conditions. Proposition 5 studies the welfare effects of unilateral devia-
tions from the first-best allocation once terms-of-trade effects are not
taken into consideration.
Proposition 5. Politically optimal policy instruments

The politically optimal policy is not efficient. Formally,

(1) ΔτWH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1 N0;

(2) ΔτIH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1b0;

(3) ΔτXH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1N0;

where ΔτjH is defined as the derivative of VH with respect to τjH
when ∂pWH

∂τWH
¼ 0.

The derivatives of the indirect utility evaluated at thefirst-best levels
of taxes are all different from zero, implying that the politically optimal
taxes do not coincide with those which would implement the first-best
allocation. This result implies that when the set of available policy in-
struments consists of wage taxes, import taxes and export taxes,
terms-of-trade effects are not the only international externality
which can be addressed by trade agreements. The fiscal-burden-shifting
motive –which leads to import subsidies and export taxes – is an addi-
tional externality that needs to be addressed.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied first-best and Nash trade policies in a
two-sector Krugman (1980) model of intra-industry trade, considering
wage, import and export taxes as policy instruments. It is common
wisdom that in this model non-cooperative trade policies are set in
order to try to agglomerate firms in the domestic economy, which
reduces transport costs for domestic consumers thus lowering the
domestic price level (delocation motive).

Contrary to the results of the previous literature, we show that in
this model the delocation effect is not a dominating motive for non-
cooperative trade policy choices once policymakers are allowed to
use wage, import and export taxes strategically. Instead, they are
driven by the desire to eliminate monopolistic distortions, by the
terms-of-trade externality and by the fiscal-burden-shifting externali-
ty. Indeed, due to monopolistic competition, in the free trade equilib-
rium there are too few firms in the differentiated sector and this
affects policymakers' incentives in a crucial way. Thus, when wage
taxes are available, non-cooperative policymakers increase efficien-
cy by setting wage subsidies. However, these subsidies are lower
than the first-best ones due to negative terms-of-trade effects.
When only import (export) tax instruments are available, non-
cooperative policymakers use tariffs (export subsidies), which re-
duce the domestic price level through entry of firms in the domestic
economy; thereby policymakers mitigate monopolistic distortions
and exploit the delocation effect. However, once monopolistic dis-
tortions have been offset by appropriate wage subsidies, results re-
verse: policymakers set import subsidies (export taxes), which
shift the fiscal burden of the wage subsidy to the other country
and – in the case of export taxes – also improve domestic terms of
trade. Finally, when policymakers can set all three policy instru-
ments simultaneously, they choose to set wage subsidies, which ex-
actly offset monopolistic distortions. Moreover, they set import
subsidies and export taxes, which aim at shifting the subsidy burden
and improving domestic terms of trade. The implications of our find-
ings are important: in the Krugman (1980) model, both terms-of-
trade externalities and fiscal-burden-shifting effects are reasons
why countries need to sign trade agreements. Our result also
shows that when all three policy instruments are available, the
Krugman (1980) model cannot rationalize why countries would set
import tariffs and export subsidies in the absence of trade agree-
ments. In reality, of course, there may be other reasons why non-
cooperative policy makers may want to set tariffs – such as political
economy motives for protection (see, e.g., Grossman and Helpman,
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1994) – which are not present in the model. We leave such an anal-
ysis for future research.18
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Appendix A. Equilibrium

A.1. Equilibrium allocation and prices

Substituting the optimal pricing rules (8) and (9) into the def-
inition of Home (Eq. (4)) (and Foreign) aggregate price indices we
obtain:

PH ¼ ε
ε−1

NHτ
1−ε
WH þ NF τIHτXFττWFð Þ1−ε

h i 1
1−ε

P F ¼ ε
ε−1

NFτ
1−ε
WF þ NH τIFτXHττWHð Þ1−ε

h i 1
1−ε

ð23Þ

Combining the market clearing condition (15) with the analogous
one for Foreign and substituting out the expressions for the prices
(Eq. (23)), gives:

CH ¼
f P−ε

H ε−1ð Þ ε
ε−1

� � ε
τε −ττεWF þ ττWHτIFτXHð Þε� �

τIHτXFð Þε

τ2ε τIFτXHτIHτXFð Þε−τ2
ð24Þ

C F ¼
f P−ε

F ε−1ð Þ ε
ε−1

� �ε
τε −ττεWH þ ττWFτIHτXFð Þε� �

τIFτXHð Þε

τ2ε τIFτXHτIFτXFð Þε−τ2
: ð25Þ

Using the trade balance condition (18), the labor market clearing
condition (17), the equivalent equations for Foreign, and the expres-
sions for CH, CF, PH and PF just derived, we obtain the following system
of equations in NH and NF:

A1HNH þ A2HNF−L ¼ 0 ð26Þ

A2FNH þ A1FN F−L ¼ 0: ð27Þ

The solution to this system is:

NH ¼ L A2H−A1 Fð Þ
A2FA2H−A1HA1F

N F ¼ L A2F−A1Hð Þ
A2FA2H−A1HA1F

ð28Þ
18 In particular, in their seminal paper Grossman andHelpman (1994) explain that lobby
groups have an interest in setting institutions which limit the choice of instruments avail-
able for redistribution to the most distortive ones (e.g., trade taxes) even when less
distortive instruments (such as production subsidies) are in principle available, because
more distortive instruments maximize the political power of lobby groups.
where:

A1H ¼ fετ−ε
WHτ

2ε τWHτIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε α þ 1−αð ÞτWHð Þ
α τ2ε τIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε−τ2
� 	

þ fετ−ε
WHτ αττεWH τWHτXH−1ð Þ−τWH ττWFτIHτXFð Þε 1−α þ ατXHð Þ� �

α τ2ε τIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε−τ2
� 	

ð29Þ

A2H ¼ fεττXFτ
1−ε
WF −α− 1−αð ÞτIHð Þ ττεWF− ττWHτIFτXHð Þε� �

α τ2ε τIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε−τ2
� 	 ð30Þ

A1F ¼ fετ−ε
WFτ

2ε τWFτIHτIFτXτXFð Þε α þ 1−αð ÞτWFð Þ
α τ2ε τIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε−τ2
� 	

þ fετ−ε
WFτ αττεWF τWFτXF−1ð Þ−τWF ττWHτIFτXHð Þε 1−α þ ατXFð Þ� �

α τ2ε τIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε−τ2
� 	

ð31Þ

A2F ¼ fεττXHτ
1−ε
WH −α− 1−αð ÞτIFð Þ ττεWH− ττWFτIHτXFð Þε� �

α τ2ε τIHτIFτXHτXFð Þε−τ2
� 	 : ð32Þ

A.2. Free trade allocation

Let τWH= τWF= τIH= τIF= τXH= τXF=1. ThenEq. (28) simplifies to:

NH ¼ NF ¼ αL
εf

≡NFT
: ð33Þ

A.3. Some definitions

For some of the proofs we find it useful to define the following con-
sumption indices:

CHH ¼
Z NH

0
cHH ið Þε−1

ε di
� � ε

ε−1

CHF ¼
Z N F

0
cHF ið Þε−1

ε di
� � ε

ε−1

: ð34Þ

Note that CH ¼ C
ε−1
ε

HH þ C
ε−1
ε

HF

h i ε
ε−1

gives us back consumption as defined

in Eq. (2). Solving the standard expenditure minimization problem we
obtain:

cHH ið Þ ¼ pHH ið Þ
PHH

� �−ε
CHH CHH ¼ PHH

PH

� �−ε
CH ð35Þ

cHF ið Þ ¼ pHF ið Þ
PHF

� �−ε
CHF CHF ¼ PHF

PH

� �−ε
CH ð36Þ

where again PH coincide with the one defined in Eq. (4):

PH ¼ P1−ε
HH þ P1−ε

HF

h i 1
1−ε ð37Þ

PHH ¼
Z NH

0
pHH ið Þ1−εdi

� � 1
1−ε

PHF ¼
Z N F

0
pHF ið Þ1−εdi

� � 1
1−ε

: ð38Þ

A similar thing can be done for Foreign consumption (CFF and CFH)
and price (PFF and PFH) indices.

A.4. Fiscal-burden-shifting model

In this section we eliminate the fiscal-burden-shifting motive by as-
suming that the wage subsidy is implemented by a central plannerwho
shares the global cost of the subsidy equally among the two countries,
independently of where firms are located.
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The only two equations affected by this change are the income and
the trade balance. All the other first-order and equilibrium conditions
are unchanged. The global cost of implementing the wage subsidy is
given by:

Tworld ¼ τWH−1ð ÞNH yH þ fð Þ þ τWF−1ð ÞNF yF þ fð Þ: ð39Þ

Recalling that yH = yF = (ε − 1)f therefore, we can rewrite the
global cost of the subsidy as:

Tworld ¼ εf τWH−1ð ÞNH þ τWF−1ð ÞNF½ �: ð40Þ

If Tworld is equally split between the two countries, the Home income
can be written as:

IH ¼ Lþ τIH−1ð ÞτXFτNFpFFcHF þ τXH−1ð ÞτNHpHHcFH

þ εf
2

τWH−1ð ÞNH þ τWF−1ð ÞNF½ �: ð41Þ

Note that it is convenient to rewrite income in the following way:

IH ¼ Lþ τIH−1ð ÞτXFτNFpFFcHF þ τXH−1ð ÞτNHpHHcFH þ τWH−1ð ÞNHεf

þ εf
2

τWF−1ð ÞNF−
εf
2

τWH−1ð ÞNH:

ð42Þ
so that thefirst line corresponds to thedefinition of income for the base-
line model, and the second line contains the transfers between Home
and Foreign taking place in this new version.

Given the new income, we can derive the new balanced trade
condition:

QZH−ZHð Þ þ ττXHNHpHHcFH ¼ ττXFNFpFFcHF

þ εf
2

τWH−1ð ÞNH−
εf
2

τWF−1ð ÞNF :

ð43Þ

Appendix B. The planner's problem

Proposition 1. The first-best allocation and its implementation

(1) The first-best allocation entails the same firm size butmore varieties

than >the free trade allocation. Formally, yFB ¼ f ε−1ð Þ ¼ yFT and

NFB ¼ αL
ε−1þ αð Þ f NN

FT ¼ αL
εf

.

(2) The first-best allocation canbe implemented by settingwage subsidies
equal to the inverse of themarkup and choosing trade taxes such that
τIFB ⋅ τXFB = 1. Formally, τFBW ¼ ε−1

ε
; τFBI � τFBX ¼ 1 and N ¼ NFB.

Proof of Proposition 1.

(1) The Lagrangian for the planner's problem is:

L ¼
Z NH

0
cHH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z NH

0
cHF ið Þε−1

ε di
� � εα

ε−1

Z1−α
H

þ
Z N F

0
cFH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z N F

0
cFF ið Þε−1

ε di
� � εα

ε−1

Z1−α
F

þ
Z NH

0
λ1 ið Þ LCH ið Þ− f−cHH ið Þ−τcFH ið Þ½ �di

þ
Z N F

0
λ2 ið Þ LCF ið Þ− f−cFF ið Þ−τcHF ið Þ½ �di

þλ3 LH þ LF−
Z NH

0
LCH ið Þdi−

Z N F

0
LCF ið Þdi−ZH−Z F

� �
:

The first-order conditions are:

∂L
∂cHH ið Þ ¼ 0 : αCα

H

Z NH

0
cHH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z N F

0
cHF ið Þε−1

ε di
� �−1

Z1−α
H cHH ið Þ−1

ε

¼ λ1 ið Þ ð44Þ

∂L
∂cHF ið Þ ¼ 0 : αCα

H

Z NH

0
cHH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z N F

0
cHF ið Þε−1

ε di
� �−1

Z1−α
H cHF ið Þ−1

ε

¼ τλ2 ið Þ ð45Þ

∂L
∂ZH

¼ 0 : 1−αð ÞCα
HZ

−α
H ¼ λ3 ð46Þ

∂L
∂LCH ið Þ ¼ 0 : λ1 ið Þ ¼ λ3 ð47Þ

∂L
∂NH

¼ 0 : α
ε

ε−1
Cα
HZ

1−α
H

Z NH

0
cHH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z N F

0
cHF ið Þε−1

ε di
� �
 −1

cHH NHð Þε−1
ε

þ Cα
FZ

1−α
F

Z NH

0
cFH ið Þε−1

ε diþ
Z N F

0
cFF ið Þε−1

ε di
� �−1

cFH NHð Þε−1
ε g

¼ λ3LCH NHð Þ;
ð48Þ

where in the last condition we have already used the fact that
λ1(NH)[LCH(NH) − f − cHH(NH) − τcFH(NH)] = 0.
The first-order conditions with respect to Foreign variables are
completely symmetric and are thus omitted for the sake of
space. By imposing symmetry we find λ1(i) = λ2(i). Combining
Eqs. (44) and (45) we obtain:

cHF ið Þ ¼ cHH ið Þτ−ε
: ð49Þ

Combining Eqs. (44), (47) and (48) we obtain:

ε
ε−1

cHH ið Þε−1
ε þ cHF ið Þε−1

ε

h i
¼ LCH ið ÞcHH ið Þ1

ε : ð50Þ

Combining Eqs. (49) and (50), we obtain:

cHH ið Þ ¼ ε
ε−1

1þ τ1−ε
h i−1

: ð51Þ

Substituting the expression for cHH(i) and cHF(i) into the resource
condition for domestic varieties LCH(i) = f + cHH(i) +τcFH(i),
we get LCH(i) = εf and using the production function yH(i) =
LCH(i) − f we obtain yFB = (ε − 1)f. Moreover, cHHFB (i) =(ε − 1)f
[1 + τ1 − ε]−1 and cHF

FB(i) = (ε− 1)fτ−ε[1 + τ1 − ε]−1.
Using the resource condition for ZH, we obtain ZH = L − NHεf.
Finally, combining Eqs. (44), (46) and (47):

1−αð ÞCε−1
ε

H ¼ αZHcHH ið Þ−1
ε : ð52Þ

Substituting the expressions for ZH, CH, cHHFB (i) and cHF
FB(i) into

Eq. (52), we can solve for NH ¼ NF ≡NFB ¼ αL
f ε þ α−1ð Þ.

(2) In the symmetric equilibrium where τFBW ¼ ε−1
ε

and τIFBτXFB = 1,

policymakers exactly eliminate the price markup charged by the
monopolistic firms in the differentiated sector. Indeed, from
Eq. (8) we see that individual domestic varieties are now priced at
their marginal costs i.e., pHH(i) = 1 and pFH(i) = τ, and the same

holds for the Foreign country. Substituting τFBW ¼ ε−1
ε and τIFBτXFB =

1 into Eq. (28), we obtainNH ¼ NF ¼ αL
f ε−1þ αð Þ ≡NFB. Intuitively,

if τFBW ¼ ε−1
ε
, any policy such that τIFBτXFB = 1 allows the social op-

timum to be reached since the effects of import tariffs/subsidies
are exactly offset by those of export subsidies/taxes. ■
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Appendix C. Wage taxes

In this section we set τIH = τIF = τXH = τXF = 1.

Lemma A1. Unilaterally set wage subsidies

The optimal unilateral deviation entails a reduction in the wage subsidy
when starting from the efficient allocation. When starting from the free
trade allocation, the optimal unilateral deviation entails a wage subsidy.
Formally,

(1) If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε

;
∂VH

∂τWH
N 0.

(2) If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ 1; ∂VH

∂τWH
b0.
Proof of Lemma A1.

(1) If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , then:

∂VH

∂τWH
¼ αε2τ τε þ τ

� 	
ε−1ð Þ τε−τð Þ α τ þ τεð Þ þ ε−1ð Þ τε−τð Þð Þ N0:

(2) If τWH = τWF = 1, then:

∂VH

∂τWH
¼ −α 1−αð Þτε þ τ α þ ε−1ð Þ� 	

ε−1ð Þ τε−τð Þ b0: ð53Þ

■

Proposition 2. Nash-equilibrium wage subsidies

In the Nash equilibrium both countries set a wage subsidy. However, this
subsidy is smaller than the one needed to implement the first-best allocation.
The equilibriumnumber of varieties is larger than in the free trade allocation,
but lower than the first-best level. Formally,

(1) τWFB b τWNash b 1 and NFT b NNash b NFB.

Proof of Proposition 2. First, we prove that τWFB b τWNash b 1. The Nash
solution of this gamewill be symmetric due to the symmetry assumption
for the two countries. Therefore, to derive τWNash it is enough to compute

the best reply of Home,
∂VH PH τWH ; τWFð Þ; IH τWH; τWFð Þð Þ

∂τWH
¼ 0, and then

impose symmetry, i.e., τWH = τWF = τW. Here, PH(τWH, τWF) is given by
Eq. (23), which is implied by the equilibrium expressions for NH(τWH,
τWF) and NF(τWH, τWF), Eq. (28). Moreover, IH(τWH, τWF) is given by L +
(τWH − 1)εfNH(τWH, τWF). In so doing, we obtain a quadratic expression
in τWNash:

a τNashW

� �2 þ bτNashW þ c ¼ 0 ð54Þ

where a ≡ α(1 − α)ετε[(3 − 2ε − α)τ − (1 − α)τε], b ≡ α[(ε − 1
+ α)τ2 + (1 − α)(ε − 1 − α(2ε − 1))τ2ε + (2ε − 2 + α)(ε −1
− α(2ε− 1))τ1 + ε] and c ≡ α2(ε− 1)τε((2ε− 1+ α)τ+ (1− α)τε).

Note that a b 0 and c N 0. To prove that a b 0 it suffices to see that:

(i) τε N τ ∀ ε N 1 and ∀ τ N 1;
(ii) 1 − α N 3 − 2ε − α ∀ ε N 1.

Hence, Eq. (54) has two real solutions, one positive and one negative
∀ ε N 1, α ∈ (0, 1) and τ N 1. Then, since τWNash ∈ [0, ∞), Eq. (54) implies
that the Nash solution always exists and is unique. As a consequence:
(i) At τW=1we have: aτW2 + bτW+ c=− α(τε− τ)[(ε+ α− 1)τ
+ (1 − α)τε] b 0, implying that τWNash b 1 since a b 0.
(ii) At τFBW ¼ ε−1
ε we have: aτ2W þ bτW þ c ¼ α ε−1ð Þ εþα−1ð Þτ τþτεð Þ

ε N0,
implying τWFB b τWNash.

Second, we show that NFT b NNash b NFB. This follows from τWFB b τWNash

b 1 and dNH N 0 when dτW b 0. Indeed, in the symmetric equilibrium:

dNH ¼ ∂NH

∂τWH
dτWH þ ∂NH

∂τWF
dτWF ¼ ∂NH

∂τWH

����
τWH¼τW

þ ∂NF

∂τWF

����
τWF¼τW

 !
dτW

¼ − L 1−αð Þα
fε α− α−1ð ÞτW½ �2 dτW

ð55Þ

■

Appendix D. Import and export taxes

Lemma A2. Unilaterally set import tariffs/subsidies

Let τIH= τIF = τXH= τXF=1. The optimal unilateral deviation entails
an import subsidywhen starting from the first-best allocation implemented
by a wage subsidy, and an import tariff when starting from the free trade
allocation. Formally,

(1) If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , then ∂VH

∂τIH b0.
(2) If τWH = τWF = 1, then ∂VH

∂τIH N 0.

Proof of Lemma A2.

(1) If τIH = τIF = 1 and τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , it is easy to show that:

∂VH

∂τIH
¼ − ατ2 α þ 2ε−1ð Þτε þ 1−αð Þτ� 	

α τε þ τð Þ þ ε−1ð Þ τε−τð Þð Þ τ2ε−τ2
� 	� b0:

(2) If τIH = τIF = 1 and τWH = τWF = 1, it is easy to show that:

∂VH

∂τIH
¼ ατ α þ ε−1ð Þτε þ 1−αð Þτ� 	

ε−1ð Þ τ2ε−τ2
� 	 N0:

■

Lemma A3. Unilaterally set export taxes/subsidies

Let τIH= τIF = τXH= τXF=1. The optimal unilateral deviation entails
an export tax when starting from the first-best allocation implemented by a
wage subsidy, and an export subsidy when starting from the free trade al-
location. Formally,

(1) If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , then ∂VH

∂τXH N0.
(2) If τWH = τWF = 1, then ∂VH

∂τXH b0.

Proof of Lemma A3.

(1) If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , then:

∂VH

∂τXH
¼

ατ 1−αð Þτεþ1 þ α þ ε−1ð Þτ2ε þ ετ2
� �
τ2ε−τ2
� 	

α τε þ τð Þ þ ε−1ð Þ τε−τð Þð Þ N 0
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(2) If τWH = τWF = 1, then:

∂VH

∂τXH
¼ −ατ τ α þ ε−1ð Þ þ 1−αð Þτε� 	

ε−1ð Þ τ2ε−τ2
� 	 b0

■

Lemma A4. Unilaterally set import tariffs when FBS motive is absent

Let τIH = τIF = τXH = τXF = 1 and τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε . When the cost of

the wage subsidy is equally shared between Home and Foreign, the optimal
unilateral deviation entails an import tariff. Formally,

(1) Let income be defined as in (42), and trade balance be defined as in
(43). Then, ∂VH

∂τIHN0.

Proof of Lemma A4.

(1) If τIH = τIF = 1 and τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , it is easy to show that:

∂VH

∂τIH
¼ ατ 1−αð Þτ þ α þ 2ε−1ð Þτε� 	

2 ε−1ð Þ τ2ε−τ2
� 	 N 0:

■

Proposition 3. Nash-equilibrium import tariffs/subsidies and export
taxes/subsidies

(1) Let τXH= τXF=1. When starting from the free trade allocation, the
Nash equilibrium entails a tariff, implying fewer varieties than the
free trade allocation. In contrast, when starting from the first-best
allocation implemented with wage subsidies, the Nash-equilibrium
policy consists of an import subsidy, implying more varieties than
the first-best allocation Formally, if τWH = τWF = 1, then there ex-
ists a τINash N 1 such that NNash b NFT b NFB. If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε , then
τINash b 1 and NFT b NFB b NNash.

(2) Let τIH = τIF = 1. When starting from the free trade allocation
the Nash equilibrium entails an export subsidy, implying more
varieties than the free trade allocation. In contrast, when starting
from the first-best allocation, the Nash-equilibrium policy con-
sists of an export tax, implying less varieties than the first-best al-
location. Formally, if τWH = τWF = 1, then τXNash b 1 and NFT b

NNash b NFB. If τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , then τXNash N 1 and NNash b NFB.

Proof of Proposition 3.

(1) Let τXH = τXF = 1 In the case of tariffs, the non-cooperative
policymaker maximizes:

max
τIH

VH PH τIH; τIFð Þ; IH τIH; τIFð Þð Þ ð56Þ

where PH(τIH, τIF) is given by Eq. (23) once we substitute in NH(τIH,
τIF) and NF(τIH, τIF) as implicitly determined by Eq. (19). IH(τIH, τIF)
is equal to L + (τWH − 1)NH(τIH, τIF)εf + (τIH − 1)τPFF(τIH, τIF)
CHF(τIH, τIF) where PFF τIH ; τIFð Þ ¼ ε

ε−1τWF NF τIH ; τIFð Þð Þ 1
1−ε , CHF(τIH,

τIF) =PHF(τIH, τIF)−εPH(τIH, τIF)εCH(τIH, τIF), PHF τIH; τIFð Þ ¼ ε
ε−1ττIH

τWF NF τIH ; τIFð Þð Þ 1
1−ε and finally CH(τIH, τIF) is given by its equilib-

rium value in Eq. (24).

(I) By taking the derivative of Eq. (56) with respect to τIH and im-
posing symmetry i.e., τIH = τIF = τI, the first-order condition
evaluated at τWH = τWF = 1 can be written as:

ANash
I τIð Þ

BNash
I τIð Þ ¼ 0
where:

ANash
I τIð Þ ≡α τ2εþ3τ2εI τI α−1ð Þ ε þ 1ð ÞτI α þ ε−1ð Þ−α2 2ε þ 1ð Þ

���
−2α ε−1ð Þε þ ε−1ð Þε þ 1Þ
þαε α þ ε−1ð ÞÞ þ ετεþ4 α−1ð ÞτI−αð Þ ετI−ε þ 1ð ÞτεI
−ετ3εþ2τ3εI τI α þ ε−1ð Þ−α−εð Þ
þ −α−ε þ 1ð Þτ4εþ1 ε−1ð ÞτI−εð Þτ4εI − α−1ð Þτ5τI α−1ð ÞτI−αð Þ ετI−ε þ 1ð ÞÞ

BNash
I τIð Þ ≡ ε−1ð ÞτI τετεI þ ττI

� 	
τ2ετ2εI −τ2
� �

α−1ð ÞττI þ τετεI−ατ
� 	

τI τ−ατð Þ þ τετεI þ ατ
� 	

:

We need to show that: (i) there exist at least one Nash equilibri-
um of the policy game for which τINash N 1; (ii) for such a τINash N 1,
we have NNash b NFT b NFB:

(i) To show this point considers that:
(a) AI

Nash(τI) is a continuous function of τI;
(b) If τI=1,AINash= τ(τε− τ)(τε+ τ)2 [(α+ ε− 1)τε−

ατ + τ] N 0;
(c) If τI ¼ ε

ε−1:

ANash
I

ε
ε−1

� �
¼− ετ2

ε−1ð Þ3 ½ðε−1Þτðα ε−αð Þ þ α 1−αð Þ

þ ε−1ð Þ 2ε−1ð ÞÞ ετ
ε−1

� �2ε þ 1−αð Þ
� 2ε−1ð Þτ3 ε−αð Þ þ 2ε−1ð Þ
� ε−1ð Þτ2 ε−αð Þ ετ

ε−1

� �ε þ α ε−1ð Þ2−3ε ετð Þ3ε
i
b0:

Therefore, by the intermediate value theorem there exists a
τNashI ∈ 1; ε

ε−1

� 
such that AINash(τINash) = 0.

(ii) To prove this statement note that if τIb ε
ε−1 then:

∂NH

∂τIH

����
τIH¼τI

þ ∂NH

∂τIF

����
τIF¼τI

¼ − L 1−αð Þατ ε 1−τIð Þ þ τIð ÞτετεI þ ττI
� 	

fετI τIτ 1−αð Þ þ τετεI þ ατ
� 	2 b0:

Then at the symmetric equilibrium, dNH ¼ ∂NH
∂τIH

dτIH þ ∂NH
∂τIF

dτIF

¼ ∂NH
∂τIH

þ ∂NH
∂τIF

� �
dτIHN0 for all τIb ε

ε−1 and dτIH = dτIF b 0.

Hence, from (i) we can be sure that there exists a solution

τNashI ∈ 1; ε
ε−1

� 
such that NNash b NFT b NFB.

(II) IfτWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε and τIH= τIF, the first-order condition of (56)

with respect to τIH can be written as:

ANash
I τIð Þ

BNash
I τIð Þ ¼ 0

where:

ANash
I τIð Þ ≡ α ε−2ð Þε2τεþ3τεI þ α−1ð Þε α þ ε2−1

� �
τεþ3τεþ2

I

þ α−1ð Þ ε2 þ ε−1
� �

α þ ε−1ð Þτ2εþ2τ2εþ2
I

− α þ ε−1ð Þ αε þ α þ ε2 þ ε−1
� �

τ3εþ1τ3εþ1
I

þ 1−2αð Þε3 þ 2 α−1ð Þε2− α−1ð Þαε þ α−1ð Þ2
� �

τεþ3τεþ1
I

þ ε α ε−1ð Þ−1ð Þ α þ ε−1ð Þτ2εþ2τ2εI
þ ε α þ ε−1ð Þ2τ3εþ1τ3εI −ε α þ ε−1ð Þ 2α−1ð Þε þ 2ð Þτ2εþ2τ2εþ1

I

þ ε α þ ε−1ð Þ2τ4ετ4εI −ε α þ ε−1ð Þ2τ4ετ4εþ1
I − α−1ð Þ2 ε−1ð Þετ4τ3I

þ α−1ð Þ ε−1ð Þτ4τ2I α 2ε−1ð Þ−ε þ 1ð Þ þ 1−αð Þα ε−2ð Þετ4τI
BNash
I τIð Þ ≡ τI τετεI þ ττI

� 	
τ2ετ2εI −τ2
� �

ð α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεI þ α−1ð Þ
ε−1ð ÞττI−α ε−2ð ÞτÞ

α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεI þ ττI −αε þ α þ ε−1ð Þ þ αετ
� 	

:

Wehave to show that ifτWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε : (i) there is no solution

of the Nash equilibrium of the non-cooperative policy game for
τI N 1; (ii) if ε N 2, there exists a solution of the non-cooperative
policy game for τI b 1; (iii) NNash N NFB N NFT.
(i) In order to show that noNash equilibrium exists, we need to

prove that there are no zeros of AINash(τI) for τI N 1. This is so
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because: (a) AINash is a second-order polynomial in α; (b) if α
= 0 or α = 1, AINash(τI) b 0; (c) ∂ANash

I τIð Þ
∂τI j

α¼0
b0.

(a) It is straightforward to see that AINash is quadratic in α.
(b) If α = 0 and τI N 1:

ANash
I τIð Þ ¼ − ε−1ð Þ τεþ3τεþ1

I ε þ 1ð ÞετI−ε ε−1ð Þ þ 1ð
� �

þ τ2εþ2τ2εI ε2 þ ε−1
� �

τ2I − ε−2ð ÞετI þ ε
� �

þ τ3εþ1τ3εI ε2 þ ε−1
� �

τI− ε−1ð Þε
� �

þ τ4ετ4εI ε−1ð Þε τI−1ð Þ
þ τ4τ2I ε τI−1ð Þ þ 1ð ÞÞb0:

If α = 1 and τI N 1:

ANash
I τIð Þ ¼ −ε2τετεI τετεI þ τ

� 	ð2τεþ1τεþ1
I þ ε τI−1ð Þτ2ετ2εI

þτ2 ετI−ε þ 2ð ÞÞb0:

(c) To seewhy ∂AINash(τI)/∂τI b 0, first consider that ifα=0:

∂ANash
I τIð Þ
∂τI

¼ τ4εI τ4εκ1 þ τ3εþ1τ3εI κ2 þ τ2εþ2τ2εI κ3

þ τεþ3τεI κ4 þ τ4τIκ5

where:

κ1 ≡−2 ε−1ð Þε τI−1ð Þ
κ2 ≡− 2ε2 þ ε−2

� �
τI−2 ε−1ð Þε

� �
κ3 ≡ ε−2ð Þ ε2 þ ε−1

� �
τ2I þ 3−2εð Þε−2ð ÞετI þ ε−2ð Þε2

κ4 ≡ τI ε2−2
� �

ετI−2 ε−1ð Þε2 þ ε−2
h i

þ ε−2ð Þε2
κ5 ≡ ε−1ð ÞτI 2ετI−3ε þ 2ð Þ þ ε−2ð Þε:

First, we show that ∂AI
Nash(τI)/∂τI b 0 for ε b 2. Under

this assumption κ1 b 0, κ2 b 0, κ3 b 0 and κ3–κ4 b 0. In
this case it is sufficient to show that τI4ετ4εκ1 + τ3ε +

1τI3εκ2 + τ4τIκ5 b 0. Note that τI4ετ4εκ1 + τ3ε + 1τI3εκ2
+ τ4τIκ5 b δ(τI) where δ(τI) ≡ (κ1 + κ2)τI2ε + κ5. It
can be shown that δ′(τI) b 0. It follows then from δ(τI)
= −2ε at τI = 1 that δ(τI) b 0.
Second,we show that ∂AINash(τI)/∂τI b 0 for ε N 2. Under
this assumption κ1 b 0, κ2 b 0 and κ5 b 0. Therefore, in
this case it suffices to show that τI4ετ4εκ1 + τ2ε +

2τI2εκ3 b 0 and τ3ε + 1τI3εκ2 + τε + 3τIεκ4 + τ4τIκ5 b 0
or alternatively that δ1(τI) ≡ κ1τI2ε + κ3 b 0 and δ2(τI)
≡ κ2τI2ε + κ4 + κ5 b 0. These last conditions are always
satisfied because at τI = 1, δ1(τI) = 2 − 5ε and δ2(τI)
= −2 − 3ε and it can be proved that δ2′(τI) b 0 and
δ1′(τI) b 0.

(ii) This is equivalent to show that there is at least one zero of A-
I
Nash(τI) for τI b 1. A sufficient condition for the existence of a
Nash solution is ε N 2. To see why this is the case, consider
that: a) AI

Nash(τI) is a continuous function in τI; b) AI
Nash(1)

= − τ(α + ε − 1)(τε + τ)2((1 − α)τ + (α + 2ε − 1)τε)
b 0; c) AI

Nash(0) = 0 and ∂AI
Nash(0)/∂τI = (1 − α)α(ε −

2)ετ4 N 0 for ε N 2. Then, by the intermediate value theorem
there exists a value τI ∈ (0, 1) such that AINash(τI) = 0.

(iii) To prove this statement recall that if τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , then:

∂NH

∂τIH

����
τIH¼τI

þ ∂NH

∂τIF

����
τIF¼τI

¼ − L 1−αð Þα ε−1ð Þτ τε ε 1−τIð Þ þ τIð ÞτεI þ ττI
� 	

f τI α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεI þ ττI 1−αð Þ ε−1ð Þ þ αετ
� 	2 b0

for all τI ≤ 1. We have already proven at points (i) and (ii)
that when τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε , τINash b 1. As a consequence,

NNash N NFB N NFT since at the symmetric equilibrium dNH ¼
∂NH
∂τIH

dτIH þ ∂NH
∂τIF

dτIF ¼ ∂NH
∂τIH

þ ∂NH
∂τIF

� �
dτIH N0 for all τI ≤ 1 and dτIH
= dτIF b 0.
(2) Let τIH = τIF = 1. In the case of export taxes, the non-cooperative

policymaker maximizes:

max
τXH

VH PH τXH; τXFð Þ; IH τXH; τXFð Þð Þ ð57Þ

where PH(τXH, τXF) is given by Eq. (23), which is implied by the
equilibrium expressions for NH(τXH, τXF) and NF(τXH, τXH),
Eq. (28). Moreover, I(τXH, τXF)= L+(τXH− 1)τPHH(τXH, τXF)CFH(τ-

XH, τXF) + (τWH − 1)NH(τXH, τXF)εf, where PHH τXH; τXFð Þ ¼ ε
ε−1τWH

NH τXH ; τXFð Þ 1
1−ε , CFH = PFH(τXH, τXF)−εPF(τXH, τXF)εCF(τXH, τXF), PFH

τXH; τXFð Þ ¼ ε
ε−1ττXHτWHNH τXH; τXFð Þ 1

1−ε and finally CF(τXH, τXF) is
given by its equilibrium value in Eq. (24).
(I) By taking the derivative of Eq. (57) with respect to τXH and

then imposing symmetry i.e., τXH = τXF = τX, the first-order
conditions at the symmetric Nash equilibrium evaluated at
τWH = τWF = 1 can be written as:

ANash
X τXð Þ

BNash
X τXð Þ ¼ 0 ð58Þ

where:

ANash
X τXð Þ≡α

�
τεþ4τεþ1

X ½τXτX ε−α2ε
� �

þ 2α2ε þ α−1ð Þα−ε2

þεÞ−α2 ε þ 1ð Þ þ α þ ε−1ð Þε� þ τ2εþ3τ2εX

½τXðτX α−1ð Þε2−α þ ε þ 1
� �

þ α −2ε2 þ ε−1
� �

þ ε−1ð Þ2Þ þ α ε−1ð Þε� þ τ3εþ2τ3εX ½τXðα ε−1ð ÞτX α þ ε−1ð Þ

− 2α þ 1ð Þε2−2 α−2ð Þαε þ α−1ð ÞαÞ þ εðα α þ ε−2ð Þ

þε−1Þ� þ τ4εþ1τ4εX ε α þ ε−2ð Þ− ε−1ð ÞτX α þ ε−1ð Þð Þ

þτ5τ2X α þ ε−1ð Þ
o

BNash
X τXð Þ≡ ε−1ð ÞτX τετεX þ ττX

� 	
τ2ετ2εX −τ2
� �

− α þ 1ð ÞττX þ τετεX þ ατ
� 	

τX τ−ατð Þ þ τετεX þ ατ
� 	

(i) In order to show that there exists a solution with τX b 1,
we first show that when τX = 1, AX

Nash(1) is negative.
This is so given that AX

Nash(1) = τ(τε − τ)(τε + τ)2[(α
− 1)τε + τ(−α − ε + 1)] b 0.

(ii) Next, we show that for ε N 2 there exists a τX ∈ {0, 1}
with AX

Nash(τX) N 0. By continuity of AX
Nash(τX) this is

enough to guarantee the existence of a solution. Con-
sider τX ¼ ε−2

ε . Then,
ANash
X

ε−2
εð Þ ¼ τ

ε2 ε−ð½ 2Þ2τ4 α þ ε−1ð Þ þ ε−2ð Þ4εε1−4ε 2þð
2ε2−5ε þ 3αε−2αÞτ4εþ ε−2ð Þ1þεε−ε 4þð 2α−6α2 þ 3
ε−2ð ÞεÞτ3þ ε þ ε−2

ε

� �2ε
α 6ε−4ð Þþð ε−2ð Þ ε2−2

� 	Þu2þ

2ε þ τ α2 6ε−4ð Þ þ 2α ε−2ð Þ 2ε−1ð Þ þ ε3
� 	 ε−2ð Þτ

ε

� �3ε
�N0 since

each of the coefficients is positive for ε N 2. This proves
that a solution with τX b 1 exists.

(iii) Finally, we show that NNash b NFB.

(a) Let τXNash = f(α, ε, τ) and τXFB = g(α, ε, τ) be, re-
spectively, the Nash equilibrium export subsidy
and the export subsidy that implements the first-
best number of varieties. First we show that there
is no intersection between the set of τXNash and the
set of τXFB in the interval [0,1]. If τX = τXNash, AX

Nash(τ-

X
Nash) = 0. At the same time τXFB is such N

¼ Lα τþ ττFBXð Þε
� 	

fε ατþτ 1−αð ÞτFBX þ ττFBXð Þε
� 	 ¼ Lα

f εþα−1ð Þ ¼ NFB . This last
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condition can be rewritten as (ττX)ε = − εττX +
τ(ε − 1). Note that when combined, these two
conditions are a system of two equations in τX.
We now investigate if there exists a τX such that
both conditions are satisfied simultaneously.
Once we substitute the above condition into AX

Nash

we obtain a fifth-order polynomial in τX which
can be factorized into two polynomials. The first
polynomial is− ετ5(τX − 1)2(α+ ε− 1), with so-
lutions τX = {1,1}. None of these solutions solves
(ττX)ε=− εττX+ τ(ε− 1). The second polynomi-
al is cubic and we call it AXmod

Nash . It can be shown that
there exists at most one real solution of AXmod

Nash .
However, evaluating AXmod

Nash at τX = 1 and τX = 0
we find that both AXmod

Nash (1) b 0 and AXmod
Nash (0) b 0.

Thus, by continuity of AXmod
Nash , either there exists no

real solution or there are at least two zeros of AXmod
Nash

=0 that are real. Since there exists at most one real
solution of AXmod

Nash =0 in [0,1], we can conclude that
there is no intersection between the set of τXNash

and the set of τXFB in the interval [0,1].
(b) The second step is to show that τXFB b τXNash in the in-

terval [0,1]. To this end, recall that f and g are two
continuous functions in the space {0 b α b 1,
τ N 1, ε N 1}, given that the derivatives of τXFB and τ-
X
Nash with respect to the three parameters always
exists in the permitted parameter space. In point
(a) we proved that there is no intersection be-
tween g and f. As a consequence, we either have
τXFB b τXNash or the other way around. We evaluate
both functions at {α = 0.5, ε = 2, τ = 1.5} and
find τXFB =0.39 b 0.82 = τXNash. Thus, the non-
cooperative export subsidy is always smaller than
that needed to implement the first-best number
of varieties.

(c) Finally, note that in the symmetric equilibrium τXH
= τXF = τX and dτXH = dτXF:

dNH ¼ ∂NH

∂τXH
dτXH þ ∂NH

∂τXF
dτXF

¼ ∂NH

∂τXH
þ ∂NF

∂τXH

� �
dτXH :

When 0 b τX ≤ 1 the following derivative is nega-
tive:

∂NH

∂τXH
þ ∂NF

∂τXH
¼ − L 1−αð Þατ τXτ þ τXτð Þε τX þ ε 1−τXð Þð Þ� 	

f τXε ατ þ τXτð Þε þ τXτ 1−αð Þð Þ2 b0

which implies that dNH = dNF N 0⇔ dτHX = dτXF
b 0 i.e., by symmetrically increasing the export
subsidy in both countries policymakers increase
the number of varieties. It then follows that τXFB b
τXNash ⇒ NNash b NFB.

(II) By taking the derivative of Eq. (57) with respect to τXH and
then imposing symmetry i.e., τXH = τXF = τX, the first-
order conditions at the symmetric Nash equilibrium eval-
uated at τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε can be written as:

ANash
X τXð Þ

BNash
X τXð Þ ¼ 0 ð59Þ
where:

ANash
X τXð Þ ≡ ατ

n
−τεþ3τεþ1

X

h
τX α2−1

� ��
ε−1ð ÞετX þ −2α2 þ α−2

� �
ε2 þ α−1ð Þ2 þ ε3Þ

þ ε α−1ð Þαε þ α−1ð Þα−ε2 þ ε
� �i

þ τ2εþ2τ2εX τX ετX α2 þ α ε−1ð Þ2− ε−2ð Þ ε−1ð Þ
� ��h

−α2 ε þ 1ð Þ þ 2α −ε3 þ ε2 þ 1
� �

þ ε−1ð Þ ε2 þ 1
� �

Þ þ αε3
i

þ τ3εþ1τ3εX α þ ε−1ð Þ ε−1ð ÞτX τX α ε−1ð Þ þ 1ð Þ− 2α þ 1ð Þεð Þ þ α þ 1ð Þε2
h i

−τ4εX τ4ε α þ ε−1ð Þ2 ε−1ð ÞτX−ε½ � þ τ4τ2Xε α þ ε−1ð Þ
o

BNash
X τXð Þ≡ τX τετεX þ ττX

� 	
τ2ετ2εX −τ2
� �

α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεX− α þ 1ð Þ ε−1ð ÞττX þ αετ
� �

α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεX þ ττX −αε þ α þ ε−1ð Þ þ αετ
� �

:

(i) We first show that no solution with τX b 1 exists. Focus-
ing on the numerator of the first-order condition, this is
so since all terms of AXNash(τX) are positive for τX b 1.

(ii) Next, we show that there exists at least one solution
with τX N 1.
(a) For τX = 1, AX

Nash(1) = (ε + α − 1)(τε + τ)2[(1 −
α)τετ + ετ2 + τ2ε(ε − 1 + α)] N 0;

(b) limτX→∞A
Nash
X τXð Þ ¼ −∞;

(c) Thus, by continuity of AXNash(τX), there exists a τXNash N

1 such that AXNash(τXNash) = 0.
(iii) It remains to show that if τXNash N 1, then NNash b NFB.

When τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε and after imposing symmetry

i.e., τXH = τXF = τX and dτXH = dτXF:

dNH ¼ ∂NH

∂τXH
dτXH þ ∂NH

∂τXF
dτXF ¼ ∂NH

∂τXH
þ ∂NH

∂τXF

� �
dτXH

¼ L 1−αð Þα ε−1ð Þτ τετεX ε−1ð ÞτX−εð Þ−ττX
� �

fτX α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεX þ ττX 1−αð Þ ε−1ð Þ þ αετ
� �2 dτXH :

Note that dτXH N 0 ⇒ dNH ≥ 0 ⇔ τετXε[(ε − 1)τX − ε]
− ττX ≥ 0. Let us define the following two continuous
and monotonic functions f(τX) ≡ (ε − 1)τετXε + 1 and
g(τX) ≡ ετετXε + ττX with f′(τX) N 0, f″(τX) N 0, g′(τX) N

0 and g″(τX) N 0. Note that f(1) − g(1) b 0 implying
that dNH b 0 when τX = 1. By continuity and monoto-
nicity of the two functions, only two cases are possible.
They either never cross, inwhich case dNH b 0∀ τX∈ [1,
∞) and consequently NNash b NFB. Or, they cross only
once. That implies that∃τX N1 such that f(τX)≥ g(τX),∀
τX≥τX implying dNH N0⇔τX∈ τX ;∞Þð . However note
that:

lim
τX−N∞

NH ¼ lim
τX−N∞

Lα τετεX þ τ
� 	

f α þ ε−1ð ÞτετεX þ ττX α −εð Þ þ α þ ε−1ð Þ þ αετ
� 	 ¼ NFB

implying that also in this case NNash b NX
FB. ■

Proposition 4. Nash-equilibrium policy instruments

The Nash-equilibrium policy consists of the first-best level of wage sub-
sidies, and inefficient import subsidies and export taxes. Formally,

(1) τNashW ¼ τFBW ¼ ε−1
ε , τINash b 1 and τXNash N 1.
Proof of Proposition 4. Maximizing indirect utility w.r.t. all three in-
struments, as we did for the previous propositions, results in an



�
−γ4ττX−γ5 ττIτXð Þε

α
α

ττIτX

�
−γ6 ττIτXð Þε

3
1−α
α

þ 1
τI

� �
ττIτXð Þ1−ε

τIτXð Þ1−ε
i
−τ−ε

I ττXð Þ1−ε
�

1
�
þ γ4

1−α
α

þ 1
τI

� �
ττIτXð Þ1−ε

ττIτXð Þ1−ε þ τ−ε
I ττXð Þ1−ε

�
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intractable policy problem. To prove Proposition 4we thus follow an al-
ternative approach. First, we find it useful to rewrite utility as follows:

U CH; ZHð Þ ¼ Cα
HZ

1−α
H

¼ Cα
H

1−α
α

PHCH

� �1−α

¼ 1−α
α

� �1−α
P−α
H PHCH

¼ 1−α
α

� �1−α
P−α
H ττIHτXFPFFCHF þ PHHCHHð Þ:

Next, we maximize utility subject to the equilibrium conditions.19

The non-cooperative policymaker maximizes domestic utility subject
to the goods market clearing conditions, the trade balance and the de-
mand functions of the domestic and Foreign economy. The Lagrangian
associated with the optimal policy problem of the non-cooperative
policymaker can be formulated as:

L ¼ P−α
H ττIHτXFPFFCHF þ PHHCHHð Þ

þ λ1 f ε−1ð ÞN ε
ε−1

H −CHH−τCFH

h i
þ λ2 f ε−1ð ÞN ε

ε−1

F −CFF−τCHF

h i
−λ3

1−αð Þ
α

PHHCHH þ ττIHτXFPFFCHFð Þ þ ττXFPFFCHF−ττXHPHHCFH−QH

� �

−λ4
1−αð Þ
α

PFFCFF þ ττIFτXHPHHCFHð Þ þ ττXHPHHCFH−ττXFPFFCHF−Q F

� �
−λ5 Pε

HHCHH− ττIHτXFð ÞεPε
FFCHF �−λ6 Pε

FFCFF− ττIFτXHð ÞεPε
HHCFH �

��

where PH and PHH are defined consistently with Eqs. (4), (8) and
(38) and their Foreign counterparts. Making use of the constraints
and rearranging the first-order conditions of L with respect to CHH,
CHF, CFF, CFH, NH, NF, τWH, τIH and τXH, which we evaluate at the sym-
metric equilibrium, we obtain, respectively:

P1−α
HH

h
1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

i− α
1−ε ¼ λ1 þ

1−α
α

λ3 þ γ5

ττIτXP
1−α
HH 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε ¼ λ2τ þ λ3 ττX þ 1−α

α
ττIτX

�

0 ¼ λ2 þ
1−α
α

γ4 þ γ6

0 ¼ λ1τ−λ3ττX þ γ4 ττX þ 1−�

0 ¼ λ1−λ3
ε−1
ετW

1−αð Þ ττIτXð Þ1−εP1−α
HH 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε ¼ λ2ε 1þ τ1−ε τIτXð Þ−ε

h i
þ λ

þ γ4
1−α
α

− ε−1
τW

1þ τ1−ε
h


−γ5ε þ γ6ε

1−αð ÞP1−α
HH 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε ¼ λ3

1−α
α

þ τI
−ε ττIτXð Þε−

�

−γ5ε þ γ6ε

1−αð ÞP1−α
HH 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε ¼ λ3

1−α
α

þ γ5ε ττIτXð Þε−1

0 ¼ λ3τ
−ε
I ττXð Þ1−ε−γ4

1−α
α

�

þ γ6ε

ð60Þ

where γ3 ≡ λ3PHH, γ4 ≡ λ4PHH, γ5 ≡ λ5PHH
ε and γ6 ≡ λ6PHH

ε .
19 This approach is similar to that used in the public finance literature. See Lucas and Stokey
Combining the previous equations, we can solve for τW and themul-
tipliers:

τW ¼ ε−1
ε

λ1 ¼ γ3 ¼ P1−α
HH α 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε

γ4 ¼
P1−α
HH α2 1−αð Þ ε τX−1ð Þ−τXð Þ 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε

ε−1ð Þ α þ 1−αð ÞτIð ÞτX
γ5 ¼ 0

γ6 ¼ −
P1−α
HH ατ1−ε τIτXð Þ−ε 1þ ττIτXð Þ1−ε

h i− α
1−ε

ε−1
λ2 ¼ −γ6−

γ4

α
:

ð61Þ

The first condition in Eq. (61) already states that the Nash equilibrium
wage subsidy completely offsets the monopolistic distortion. What re-
mains to show is that τINash b 1 and τXNash N 1. Substituting the expressions
for themultipliers and the solution for τW in thefirst-order conditions and
simplifying, we are left with two equations, the derivativewith respect to
CHF and the one with respect to NF. The derivative with respect to CHF is
given by:

A1 τI ; τXð Þ þ A2 τI ; τXð Þ þ A3 τI; τXð Þ ¼ 0 ð62Þ
(1983) and Chari and Kehoe (1999).
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where:

A1 τI; τXð Þ ≡− ε−1ð Þ 1−τIð Þτ2X α þ 1−αð ÞτIð Þ
A2 τI; τXð Þ ≡− ε− ε−1ð ÞτXð Þ ατX þ 1−αð Þ
A3 τI; τXð Þ ≡− α þ 1−αð ÞτIð Þ ττXð Þ1−ετ−ε

I :

Note that:

(i) A3(τI, τX) b 0 always;
(ii) A1(τI, τX) b 0 ⇔ τI b 1;
(iii) A2 τI; τXð Þb0 ⇔ τXb ε

ε−1.

Thus, a necessary condition for τI and τX to solve Eq. (62) is that if τX
b ε

ε−1 then τI N 1. By combining (62) with the first-order condition with
respect to NF we obtain a second condition:

B1 τI; τXð Þ þ B2 τI ; τXð Þ þ B3 τI ; τXð Þ ¼ 0 ð63Þ

where:

B1 τI ; τXð Þ≡−τ2X ε−1ð Þ α þ 1−αð ÞτIð Þ 1−ε 1−τIð Þð Þ
B2 τI ; τXð Þ≡ −ε þ τX ε−1ð Þð Þ ε− 1−αð Þð Þτε−1 τIτXð Þε
B2 τI ; τXð Þ≡−α −ε þ τX ε−1ð Þð Þ2:

Note that:

(i) B3(τI, τX) b 0 always;
(ii) B1 τI ; τXð Þb0⇔τI N ε−1

ε ;
(iii) B2 τI ; τXð Þb0⇔τXb ε

ε−1.

Thus, a necessary condition for τI and τX to solve Eq. (63) is that if τX
b ε

ε−1 then τIbε−1
ε . Note that this condition contradicts the one needed for

Eq. (62). Therefore, the only possible solution isτNashX N ε
ε−1 i.e., this proves

that τXNash N 1.
We nowhave to show that τINash b 1.Wewill prove this by contradic-

tion. First, we show that a necessary condition for τINash N 1 is that τINash ⋅
τXNash b 1. Second, we show that if τINash N 1 it must be that τXNash b 1,
which contradicts the fact that τXNash N 1. In order to show the first
point, it is useful to rewrite Eq. (62) as follows:

− ε−1ð Þ 1−τIð ÞτX ατX þ 1−αð ÞτIXð Þ þ ε−1ð ÞτX−εð Þ
� ατX þ 1−αð Þ− ατX þ 1−αð ÞτIXð Þ τ1−ετ−ε

IX

� �
¼ 0

where τIX ≡ τIτX. If we solve the previous equation for τI we obtain:

τNashI ¼ C1 τX ; τIXð Þ
C2 τX ; τIXð Þ ð64Þ

where:

C1 τX ; τIXð Þ≡ τIXτð Þ−εðτIXτ 1−αð Þ þ τIXτð Þεε 1−α−τX þ 2ατXð Þ
þατXτ þ τIXτð ÞετX 1−αð Þ þ τ1þε

IX τετX ε−1ð Þ 1−αð ÞÞ
C2 τX ; τIXð Þ ≡ ε−1ð ÞτX τIX 1−αð Þ þ ατXð Þ

Now suppose that τI N 0 and C2(τX, τIX) N 0, it must also be
the case that C1(τX, τIX) N 0. Moreover, for τINash to be greater
than 1, C1(τX, τIX) N 0–C2(τX, τIX) N 0 should be greater than 0:

C3 τI; τXð Þ≡ C1 τX ; τIXð Þ−C2 τX ; τIXð Þ ¼
τIXτð Þ−εðτIXτ 1−αð Þ þ αττX þ τIXτð Þεð 1−αð Þε þ
1−α þ 2τIX 1−αð Þ ε−1ð Þð Þ−ε þ 2αεÞτX þ α ε−1ð Þτ2XÞ:
Note that:

(i) C3(τI, τX) is linear in α;
(ii) α= 0 and τIX N 1 implies C3 =− (τIXτ)−ε(τIXτ+ (τIXτ)ε(ε+ (ε

− 1)(τIX − 1) + τIXτX(ε − 1))) b 0;
(iii) α=1and τIX N 1 implies C3=− (τIXτ)−ε(ττX+(ττIX)ε(ετX+(ε

− 1)τX2)) b 0;
(iv) By continuity, ∀ α ∈ (0, 1) τIX N 1 ⇒ C3 b 0 ⇒ τINash b 1;
(v) Thus, a necessary condition for τINash N 1 is τIX b 1.

However, we have already proven that τXNash N 1 thus, it can-
not be that τINash N 1 and τIXNash ≡ τINashτXNash b 1. Therefore, it has
to be that τINash b 1.■
Proposition 5. Politically optimal policy instruments

The politically optimal policy is not efficient. Formally,

(1) ΔτWH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1N0;

(2) ΔτIH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1b0;

(3) ΔτXH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1N0;

Proof. The politically optimal policy is defined as in Bagwell and
Staiger (2009). First, we rewrite income in terms of local and inter-
national prices:

IH ¼ Lþ NHfε τWH−1ð Þ þ NF τIH−1ð ÞττXFτWF
ε

ε−1
cHF þ NHττXHτWH

ε
ε−1

cFH
IH ¼ Lþ NHfε τWH−1ð Þ þ NF τIH−1ð ÞτpWFcHF þ NH pWH−pHHð ÞτcFH

ð65Þ

where pWH = ττXHpHH and pWF = ττXFpFF are the two international
prices. Second, we define ΔτjH as the derivative of VH with respect

to τjH when ∂pWH

∂τWH
¼ 0. Then we find that
(1) To show Eq. (1) consider that:

ΔτWH
j
τWH¼τWF¼ε−1

ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1

¼ ετ
ε

ε−1ð Þ τε−τð Þ−
α

ε−1ð Þ τ þ τεð Þ−
ε

1þ α−εð Þτ þ ε−1þ αð ÞτεÞ
� �

ð66Þ

Note that ΔτWH
j
τWH¼τWF¼ε−1

ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1
¼ ετA=B where:

A ¼ ε α τε þ τ
� 	þ ε−1ð Þ τε−τ

� 	� 	
τ þ τε
� 	

−α τε−τ
� 	

ατε þ τ
� 	þ ε−1ð Þ τε−τ

� 	Þ
−ε ε−1ð Þ τε−τ

� 	
τε þ τ
� 	

B ¼ ε−1ð Þ τε−τ
� 	

τε þ τ
� 	

α τε þ τ
� 	þ ε−1ð Þ τε−τ

� 	� 	
:

Moreover, B N 0 always while A = α((1 + α)τ2 + (1 − α)τ2ε

+ (4ε − 2)τ1 + ε), implying that A N 0 too. Therefore, ΔτWH
N0

, when τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1
ε , τIH = τIF = 1 and τXH = τXF = 1.

(2) To prove Eq. (2) recall that:

ΔτIH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1

¼ ατ2 τ−ατ þ ε−1þ α þ εð Þτε� 	
1þ α−εð Þτ þ α þ ε−1ð Þτεð Þ τ2−τ2ε

� 	
with τ − ατ + (ε − 1 + α + ε)τε = τ(1 − α) + (α + 2ε −
1)τε N 0 and (1 + α − ε)τ + (α − 1 + ε)τε = (ε − 1)(τε −
τ) + α(τε + τ) N 0. As a consequence, ΔτIHb0 when τWH ¼ τWF

¼ ε−1
ε , τIH = τIF = 1 and τXH = τXF = 1.
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(3) Finally, to see why Eq. (3) holds note that:

ΔτXH jτWH¼τWF¼ε−1
ε ;τIH¼τIF¼1;τXH¼τXF¼1

¼ ατ2 1þ αð Þτ− 1þ α−2εð Þτε� 	
1þ α−εð Þτ þ α þ ε−1ð Þτεð Þ τ2ε−τ2

� 	Þ
where (1 + α)τ − (1 + α − 2ε)τε = (1 + α)τ + (2ε − (1 +
α))τε N 0 and (1 + α− ε)τ+ (−1 + α+ ε)τε = (ε− 1)(τε −
τ) + α(τε + τ) N 0. Hence, ΔτXH N0 if τWH ¼ τWF ¼ ε−1

ε , τIH = τIF
= 1 and τXH = τXF = 1. ■
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